Press release

New power guide triflex e-chain
revolutionizes 3D movement on robots
A telescopic triflex® TRX energy chain for robots from igus saves space
and provides a withdrawal path of up to 40 per cent less.
Robots can be limited in their range of movement by the cable retraction
system. To allow cables in industrial robots to move safely, easily and
compactly, igus has developed the four-dimensional energy chain triflex TRX.
The new design replaces the classic robot hose package and retraction
system. It uses a unique telescopic mechanism inside the chain that allows a
retraction of 40% of the length. This allows users to save space on the third
axis of their robot, and is cheaper and can weigh more than 80 per cent less
than a retraction system.

The three-dimensional triflex R e-chains from igus are widely used in industry
when it comes to protecting lines and hoses on the robot fail-safe. In order to
prevent loops that could hinder the robot during the movement of the energy
chain system, withdrawal systems on the third axis are normally used.
"However, the axes to the robot offer less and less space, so a new solution
had to be found," says John Slater, Product manager of triflex® energy chain at
igus UK. The triflex TRX system was developed from the triflex R energy chain,
a four-dimensional energy chain in which the retraction system is integrated.
"With TRX, we create a space-saving chain that can be fixed directly and
compactly on the third axis,” says Slater. “The energy flow is torting into itself,
lengthening and shortening spirally in a telescopic action by up to 40 per cent".

For this purpose, igus relies on the unique mechanism of a screw connector
system as well as an integrated reset belt. The belt repeatedly brings the chain
links to their starting point, whereby the retraction force is adjustable. The cables
are inserted in the form of a coil inside the chain and guided safely by the chain.
In addition, the cables and hoses are attached in the middle of the TRX so as
to remain in a good position when pulling on the chain.

83 per cent weight saving
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The TRX e-chain is up to 83 per cent lighter and takes up less than half the
space of other retraction systems, further improving the performance of the
robot. And costs are significantly reduced by the absence of an additional
withdrawal system. TRX can be easily connected to existing triflex® R e-chains
of the TRE series. As with triflex® R, cables can be quickly filled into the energy
chain from the outside. The new TRX system was presented at igus’s newly
launched real-virtual trade fair that ran from 5 May 2021.

Watch exactly how the TRX works in the video:
https://youtu.be/lh60t-3YV0Q

More information about the TRX can be found at:
https://www.igus.co.uk/info/triflex-r-trx
For further information, please contact:
Erin Kemal
Tel: 01604 677240
Email: ekemal@igus.co.uk

Hannah Durrant
Tel: 01604 677240
Email: hdurrant@igus.co.uk

The terms "igus", "Apiro", "chainflex", "CFRIP", "conprotect", "CTD", "drygear", "drylin", "dry-tech", "dryspin",
"easy chain", "e-chain", "e-chain", "e-chain systems", "e-skin", "e-spool", "flizz", "ibow", "igear", "iglidur",
"igubal",

"kineKIT",

"manus", "motion plastics", "pikchain",

"plastics for longer life",

"readychain",

"readycable", "ReBeL", "speedigus", "triflex", "robolink" and "xiros" are legally protected trademarks in the
Federal Republic of Germany and possibly also internationally.
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Picture PM2321-1
Igus' new TRX system saves space on the third robot axis and provides a
withdrawal length of up to 40 per cent.
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